
** Potential additional costs
• If any of the assumptions listed above do not apply there are likely to be additional costs, and possibly
  disbursements, the amount of which will depend on the additional work required to complete the
  administration of the estate. We would look to provide a further estimate of such additional charges and/or   
  disbursements when we have more information.
• Please note the cost of dealing with the sale or transfer of any property in the estate is not included in the range 
  of fees and disbursements outlined above. A separate quote can be provided by our Property Department in 
  respect of such work.
• Whether the estate is liable to inheritance tax will depend largely on the value of the estate, any lifetime gifts,
  the nature of the assets comprised within the estate and the status of the beneficiaries for inheritance
  tax purposes. Further information is available on the gov.uk website.
• Please note that if tax returns are required or the estate is a “complex estate” requiring TRS registration
  with H.M. Revenue & Customs, this is not a service we provide.  Such work will need to be completed
  by an accountant whose charges will be additional to those referred to above. 

Service Information
All estate administration work within this firm is undertaken by experienced legally qualified Solicitors
and Chartered Legal Executives, namely: -

• Paul Spencer (Solicitor, admitted 2006, previously Legal Executive, admitted 1993);
• Zoë Dale LLB. (Solicitor, admitted 2003); and
• David Jacques (Chartered Legal Executive, admitted 2008)

Sometimes a Paralegal or Trainee Solicitor will assist under the supervision of one of the Solicitors named above.

How long will the Administration of the Estate take?
On average, estates that fall within the example outlined above are dealt with within 4 to 8 months. Once all 
relevant information has been obtained, the application for the Grant will be prepared and submitted to HMCTS 
which usually takes between 4 to 12 weeks. The Grant is generally issued within 8 weeks after submission of the 
application. On receipt of the Grant, we will register it where necessary, i.e., the Deceased’s bank, and proceed to 
collect the assets comprised in the estate which typically takes between 2 to 4 weeks. Thereafter we will discharge 
any liabilities and administration expenses, prepare an estate account for your approval and, following approval,
we will then distribute the assets to the beneficiaries all of which normally takes 4 to 6 weeks.

Stages of the process
The precise stages involved in the administration of an estate vary according to circumstances. We have however
set out below some key stages which you should bear in mind.

• Taking your instructions and ascertaining the whereabouts of any valid Will;
• Providing initial advice, including our terms of business and a fee estimate that reflects what we are able to
  ascertain at the initial stages, regarding the proposed administration;
• Receiving from you all relevant information, to include taking delivery of deeds and other documents,
  to assist in the identification of all assets and liabilities comprised in the estate;
• On identifying the nature and extent of all assets and liabilities comprised in the estate, preparing the
  H.M. Revenue & Customs Inheritance Tax Account Form IHT205 (where required) and completing the online 
  HMCTS Probate Legal Statement for your approval and signature;
• Submitting the Probate Legal Statement, Will (where applicable), Form IHT205 (where applicable) and
  probate fee to HMCTS;
• Receiving the Grant;
• Registering the Grant with the various institutions, i.e., banks, building societies, etc;
• Realising estate assets i.e., closing bank and building society accounts, etc and receiving the estate monies;
• Settling estate liabilities and administration expenses;
• Preparing the estate accounts and submitting the same to you for approval;
• On approval of the estate accounts carrying out bankruptcy searches and distributing the net
  estate to the beneficiaries.
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The precise stages involved in the administration of an estate vary according to circumstances. We have however
set out below some key stages which you should bear in mind.

• Taking your instructions and ascertaining the whereabouts of any valid Will;
• Providing initial advice, including our terms of business and a fee estimate that reflects what we are able to
  ascertain at the initial stages, regarding the proposed administration;
• Receiving from you all relevant information, to include taking delivery of deeds and other documents,
  to assist in the identification of all assets and liabilities comprised in the estate;
• On identifying the nature and extent of all assets and liabilities comprised in the estate, preparing the
  H.M. Revenue & Customs Inheritance Tax Account Form IHT205 (where required) and completing the online 
  HMCTS Probate Legal Statement for your approval and signature;
• Submitting the Probate Legal Statement, Will (where applicable), Form IHT205 (where applicable) and
  probate fee to HMCTS;
• Receiving the Grant;
• Registering the Grant with the various institutions, i.e., banks, building societies, etc;
• Realising estate assets i.e., closing bank and building society accounts, etc and receiving the estate monies;
• Settling estate liabilities and administration expenses;
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Cost of Estate Administration
The range of costs set out below are the legal fees and disbursements that we would charge for all work required 
to complete a standard estate administration to include applying for a grant of Probate or a grant of Letters of 
Administration ("the Grant"), collecting or realising the assets, settling liabilities and administration expenses,
preparing estate accounts and distributing the net estate to the beneficiaries entitled. No premium would be 
charged in connection with the administration of a standard estate which satisfies the assumptions * set out below.

Legal Fees 
Between £2,100.00 plus VAT (£420.00) and £2,520.00 plus VAT (£504.00) = £2,520.00 to £3,024.00*

Disbursements
• HMCTS fee to apply for the Grant - £155.00 plus £1.50 per additional copies of the Grant (increasing to £273 on 
  26th January 2022) (usually one copy per asset/institution).
• Fee for Trustee Act Notices with London Gazette and local newspaper (optional) - £200.00 to £230.00 (incl. VAT)  
  (estimated) - to protect against unexpected claims from unknown creditors.
• Land Charges Department fee for bankruptcy searches - £2.00 plus VAT per beneficiary
  (total £2.40 per beneficiary).

Estimated total between £2,680.40 and £3,191.60 inclusive of VAT *

* Assumptions
The range of fees and the disbursements outlined above are based on the following assumptions: -

• The administration will take between 10 and 12 hours at a charge of £210.00 per hour plus VAT. The exact cost will 
  depend on the individual circumstances of the administration which will determine the amount of time spent 
  dealing with the matter overall. For example, if there is one beneficiary, one to three bank accounts and no
  property then the legal costs will be at the lower end of the range, however if there are three or four
  beneficiaries, a property** and multiple bank accounts then the legal costs will be at the higher end of the range;
• Where there is a valid Will the identity and whereabouts of all the beneficiaries entitled under the Will
  are known to you;
• Where there is no valid Will the identity and whereabouts of all the beneficiaries entitled on intestacy
  are known to you;
• There is no more than one property**;
• There are no more than three bank or building society accounts;
• There are no other investments, for example, shareholdings or NS&I premium savings bonds;
• There are no more than four beneficiaries;
• There are no disputes between beneficiaries regarding the division of assets. If a dispute arises this is likely
  to lead to an increase in costs above the initial estimate provided;
• There have been no lifetime gifts over £150,000.00;
• There is no inheritance tax payable, and the executors/administrators do not need to submit a full
  inheritance tax account Form IHT400 to H.M. Revenue & Customs**;
• There are no claims made against the estate under the Inheritance (Provision for Family and Dependents)
  Act 1975;
• There is no claim for overpaid benefits by the Department for Work and Pensions; and
• It is not necessary for any tax returns to be prepared or for the estate to be registered with
  H.M. Revenue & Customs under the Trust Registration Service (“TRS”)**
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collect the assets comprised in the estate which typically takes between 2 to 4 weeks. Thereafter we will discharge 
any liabilities and administration expenses, prepare an estate account for your approval and, following approval,
we will then distribute the assets to the beneficiaries all of which normally takes 4 to 6 weeks.

Stages of the process
The precise stages involved in the administration of an estate vary according to circumstances. We have however
set out below some key stages which you should bear in mind.

• Taking your instructions and ascertaining the whereabouts of any valid Will;
• Providing initial advice, including our terms of business and a fee estimate that reflects what we are able to
  ascertain at the initial stages, regarding the proposed administration;
• Receiving from you all relevant information, to include taking delivery of deeds and other documents,
  to assist in the identification of all assets and liabilities comprised in the estate;
• On identifying the nature and extent of all assets and liabilities comprised in the estate, preparing the
  H.M. Revenue & Customs Inheritance Tax Account Form IHT205 (where required) and completing the online 
  HMCTS Probate Legal Statement for your approval and signature;
• Submitting the Probate Legal Statement, Will (where applicable), Form IHT205 (where applicable) and
  probate fee to HMCTS;
• Receiving the Grant;
• Registering the Grant with the various institutions, i.e., banks, building societies, etc;
• Realising estate assets i.e., closing bank and building society accounts, etc and receiving the estate monies;
• Settling estate liabilities and administration expenses;
• Preparing the estate accounts and submitting the same to you for approval;
• On approval of the estate accounts carrying out bankruptcy searches and distributing the net
  estate to the beneficiaries.
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